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Grapevine, LLC
A Miami-based student startup.

Email:  grapevine@bitrix24.com

Website:  www.project-grapevine.com

Why wait?  Get a taste of the riveting startup
world before you even reach graduation!

The Grapevine team consists solely of Miami students like
yourself who’ve set forth to close the gap
between possible and actual levels of communication
effectiveness within university communities.

Find out all there is to know and watch video demos of their
app in action via their promotional website:  www.project-
grapevine.com

Want to help?  Then they want to talk to you!

Positions at Grapevine are currently open to all majors.

While their focus is currently set on students with proficient coding
& development skills, they’re highly interested in talking with
anyone who believes they may be able to help.

Students who join the Grapevine team can expect to:

Apply their studies (i.e. computer science,
marketing/finance, graphic design, etc.) to the startup
world - a process so unscripted, there’s really no better
way of testing your knowledge!
Attend pitches & negotiations with investors, accelerators,
incubators and potential customers.
Speak with seasoned, serial-entrepreneur mentors.
Learn the secrets behind Business Model Canvasing and
effective pitching.
Have an optional, full-time (perhaps even Founding)
position waiting for them upon graduation.
Come away with an experience making for a fantastic
addition to any resume.
Work with an awesome, laid-back (yet highly motivated of
course) team of students - possibly even making for the
creation of a “second family!"
Become a fan of RedBull if not one already.

Get credit while you’re at it!

It’s not too late to declare independent studies with the Registrar,
allowing you to earn your choice of around 1-3 credits for having a
little extra fun this semester!

Details on this can be provided at first sit-down.

You might as well at least reach out, right?

If you think you may be interested in a position, it’s preferred that
you visit their site (www.project-grapevine.com) and fill out a quick
Qualtrics questionnaire found under the "Join Our Team” section.

Completing this form is not necessary - it’s simply an efficient way
for the folks at Grapevine to get a feel for who you are and what
questions they have for you before any face-to-face meetings
occur.  If you’d rather skip this process and email them directly
(grapevine@bitrix24.com), you’re more than welcome to do so.
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Grapevine - although receiving consultation from Miami staff & faculty, being the core focus of
several for-credit ongoing Miami classes, consisting exclusively of Miami students,

and having plans to feature Miami as its first active customer - is
in no way affiliated with Miami University. 
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